
that the mean organ dose alone does not consistently cor
relate with the biologic effects of Auger electron emitters,
which deposittheirenergyin a highlylocalizedfashion
(12). These observations raise questions regarding the use
fulness of mean organ doses in these situations (13â€”15).As
pointedoutby Kassis(13),however,theMIRDSchemais
intrinsically able to accommodate most of these complex
dosimetricproblemsprovidedthat appropriatebiologic
dataareavailable.Thepurposeof thisreportis to review
the MIRDSchemaandbrieflyoutlineits capacityto ad
dress these issues.

MIRDFORMALISM

TheMIRDSchemaitselfis a logicalandconcisemath
ematical dosimetry formalism consisting of several basic
equations (1) that can be briefly summarized as follows.
ThemeanabsorbeddoseD(rk@â€”rh)to targetregionrkfrom
activity in the source region rh is given by

@(rk4â€”rh)= A@@ @14@1(rk@ -rh)

mk
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uclcarmedicine proceduresprovidevaluable diagnos
tic informationand noninvasive approaches to therapy. As
withany medicalprocedure,however,the risksandben
efits must be weighed. The absorbed dose is an essential
part of assessing the risk from diagnostic radiological pro
cedures and predicting efficacy in radiation therapy. The
generalized MIRD Schema was formulated to facilitate the
calculation of mean absorbed dose from distributed
sources of radioactivity (1). Although the basic MIRD for
malismis general in that it can be employed with any model
representing distributed sources, its ultimate utility de
pends on its application to a biologically relevant model.
As a practical solution to the complex nature of internal
dosimetry, the MIRD Committee adopted a simple anthro
pomorphic model of the human body (2). The organs mod
cled within the phantom were assumed to conform to the
uniform isotropic model, that is, they are regions within a
homogeneous materialthat is sufficientlylargeso that edge
effects arc negligible, and the activity is uniformly distrib
uted within each of the source organs (1,2). This approach
provides useful estimates of the mean absorbed dose to
model organsfrom incorporatedradionucidesby using
information on the tracer distribution and biokinetics in the
various organs, radiations emitted by the radionudide, and
the physical characteristics of energy deposition of the
radiations.

Although the use of simple models to represent the hu
man body is adequate for many purposes, the mean organ
absorbeddose alone may not always reliablycorrelatewith
the biologic response. For instance, much attention has
been devoted to the potential biologic implicationsof non
uniform activity distributions at the macroscopic (3â€”5),
multicellular(6â€”8)andcellular(9â€”11)levels in both organs
and tumors. In addition, there is considerable evidence
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, Eq.l
whereA@h@5thecumulatedactivityinthesourceregion(h),
mk is the mass ofthe target region (k),@ is the mean energy
emitted per nuclear transition and 4@(rk@â€”rh) is the fraction
of energyemittedfromthe sourceregionthatis absorbed
in the target region for the ith radiationcomponent. Equa
tion 1 maybe simplifiedto:

D(rk +. rh) = A@S(rk 4 rh),

where S is defined by

S(rk4â€”.rh)=@ @@4@I(rk@ rh)

mk

Eq.2

Eq.3

Theutilityof thisformalismlies in its simplicityandgen
erality. No assumptions are made regarding the composi
tionandgeometryof thesourceandtargetregions,or the
distribution of activity within the source regions. The
S-values can be calculated for any geometric model of
sources and targets.Accordingly,given an appropriate
modelandset of biologicdata,thebasicMIRDSchemais
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capable of accommodatingnonuniformiticsin activity dis
tributioneven downto subcellularlevels.

DOSIMETRYMODELS

Organ/Suborgan
In principle, a variety of models of varying complexity

can be employed with the MIRD Schema. As indicated
above, it has been traditionalto usc the uniformisotropic
model for the various organs in the body. This model, used
in conjunction with the anthropomorphic phantom, has
allowed tabulation of the organ S-values for numerous
radionuclides(16). The S-value tables provide a simple and
convenient way to calculate mean organ doses within the
MIRDapproach.Developmentof dosimetrymodelssuit
able for nonuniformactivity distributionsof radionuclides
does not require that the uniform isotropic model or the
concept of S-values be abandoned (13). Rather, new model
geometries need to be developed to describe the biological
system (13,15). For instance, it has recently been shown
that the distributionof WIn-labeled radiopharmaceuticals
is highlynonuniformin rattissues (14). Perhapsmost strik
ing was the distributionof â€˜11In-oxinein the kidney. The
cortex accumulated nearly all of the organ's activity, with
only a small amount of activity being taken up in the
medulla. In principle, S-values could be readily tabulated
for a multicompartment kidney model as well as for a
varietyof like geometries.In fact, this techniquehas al
ready been used in modeling the compartments of the heart
(17), and a similar method was adopted in constructing a
tumor model for macroscopic nonuniformitics in activity
distribution (3). In essence, these macroscopic models
make use of the uniform isotropic model, although, the
â€œorganâ€•is divided into a number of subregions. All of
these geometric configurationsarc amenableto calculating
appropriate S-values, and the corresponding absorbed
dose estimates may be calculatedusing the MIRD Schema,
provided the uptake and clearance patterns of the radioac
tivity are known for each subregion.

Cellularand Multicellular
The MIRD Schema is not limited to organ or sub-organ

dosimetry. The Schema is also relevant for dosimetry at
the cellular and multicellularlevels. Since the inception of
radioimmunothcrapy, there has been interest in dosimetry
for multicellularclusters. Unlike external beam radiother
apy, where all of the cells in the tumor are irradiatedfairly
uniformly, tumor therapy with incorporated radionucides
results in nonuniformirradiationof the tumor cell popula
tion. This is a result of nonuniformcellular uptake of the
radionucide and the limited rangeof particulateradiations
in tissue. If the tumor is to be eradicated, the reproduc
tively viable cells in the tumor must receive doses in the
sterilization range. Therefore, knowledge of the dose pro
ific across the cells of the cluster is needed. Aside from the
biokinetic data, the dose proffles can depend on the radia
tion properties of the nuclide, the fractionof cells labeled,
location of the radiochemical within the cell (i.e., cell sur

face, cytoplasm, nucleus) and physical dimensions of the
cells and the cluster (6). However, despite these complex
itics, this dosimetric problem can be addressed by the
MIRD Schema with the individual cells serving as â€œor
gansâ€•and the uniform isotropic model still appropriate,
albeit at a cellular level. S-values can be calculated for
subcellular, cellular and multicellulargeometries, thereby
facilitatingabsorbed dose calculations at these levels. The
utility of the calculations is limited by the uncertainties in
the biologic input data with respect to cellular dimensions,
uptake and clearance patterns for each cell in the cluster,
etc. In general, such data are obtained using invasive pro
cedures and cannot presently be acquired for individual
patients. Consequently, absorbed doses calculated for
small-scale geometries, based on past experience from a
limited number of patients, must be used to project future
outcome in other patients (18).

Cellular and subcellular dosimetry have applications be
yond multicellularclusters. There are a numberof in
stances where knowledge of the self-absorbed dose to in
dividual cells and their nuclei is required. Examples
include radiolabeledblood cells, ascites, isolated cells in an
organ that preferentially incorporate the radiochemical
(19), as well as cultured cells in the laboratory. Here,
S-values for subcellularand cellulardosimetrywould facil
itate calculation of absorbed doses to the cytoplasm, nu
cleus, and cell as a whole, from activity distributedon the
cell membraneor in the cytoplasm or nucleus (20).

CONCLUSIONS

Although the examples outlined above for organ, sub
organ, multicellular, cellular and subcellular dosimetry
may not be an exhaustivelist of the possibilities,they
clearly point out the flexibility of the MIRD Schema for
calculating absorbed doses from incorporated radionu
cides. It should be noted, however, that, even for tissues
of known radiosensitivity, there arc instances where the
mean absorbed dose alone is of limited utility in terms of
predictingbiologic outcome whether calculated at the or
gan or cellular level. In vivo experiments in mouse testis
have demonstratedthat,while the dose-responsecurves
based on mean organ doses for emitters of low linear
energy-transfer (LET) radiations (i.e., beta particles,
gamma rays, x-rays) are all very similar (21), strikingly
different dose-response curves have been observed for
emitters oflow-energy Auger electrons (21). Similar obser
vations have been made in studies with cultured mamma
ian cells even when the mean absorbed dose to the cell
nucleus is calculated (2Z23). In fact, both in vivo and in
vitro studies have shown that the relative biological effec
tiveness (RBE) of Auger emitters varies from as low as
unity when the emitter is localized in the cytoplasm
(21,24,25) to values as high as those observed for alpha
particles of high LET when the emitter is covalently bound
to DNA in the cell nucleus (26). Hence, the absorbeddose,
calculated at the organ or cellular level, cannot alone be
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used to explain the complex variety of biologic responses
elicited by Auger emitters. This is, however, not necessar
ily a deficiency in the MIRD Schema that was used to
calculate the doses. It may be thatwe need to define more
accurately the location and spatial dimensions of the pri
mary radiosensitive targets in the cell to allow a direct
correlation between the absorbed dose from Auger emit
ters and the biologic effect. This problem is unlikely to be
surmounted in the near future, given that not only the
radiosensitive targets, but also the location of the radionu
clides relative to the targets must be identified(24). These
considerations led to the proposal that the mean organ
absorbed dose for Auger emitters be corrected with a fac
tor that depends on the fractionof activity in the organthat
is bound to DNA (27).

In summary, the MIRD Schema is a general approach
for the dosimetry of incorporatedradionucides that is ap
plicable at the organ, multicellular,cellularand subcellular
levels. The MIRD Committee recognizes, however, that at
any one of these levels, under some circumstances, ab
sorbed dose by itself may not be the appropriatequantity
to use for predicting biologic response. Other quantities
such as radiosensitivity of the tissue, radiation quality,
subcellular distribution and dose rate must be taken into
account. Despite this, calculation of absorbed dose at the
required biologic level remains a critical first step in risk'
benefit analysis.
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